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THE SECBETA..-qy-GENERAL

On the instructions of the Soviet Government I am sending you herewith the

texts of messages dated 5 August 1958 from Mr. N.S. Khrushchev, Chairman of the

Council of Ministers of the USSR, in reply to the messages sent on 31 July 1958
by Mr. Harold Macm~illan, Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and by

Mr. Charles A. de Gatule, President of the Council of Ministers of France, and

to the message sent on 1 August 1958 by Mr. Dwight D. Eisenhower, President of

the United States of America.

I should be grateful if you would have these texts circluated as United

Nations documents to all the States Members of the United Nations.

(Signed) A. SOBOLEV
Permanent Representative of the

USSR to the United Nations
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MESSAGE FROM MR. N. S. KHRUSHCHEV, CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL
OF MINISTERS OF THE USSR, ADDRESSED TO MR. H. MACMILLAN,

PRIME MINISTER OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

Moscow, 5 August 1958

Sir,

On 31 July, I received your reply to my message of 28 July concerning the

situation now prevailing in the Near and Middle East.

In previous messages from the Soviet Government we gave factual proof that

it is the armed intervention of the United States and of the United Kingdom in

Lebanon and Jordan that has brought about a situation dangerous to peace in the

Near and Middle East. Accordingly, the assertion in your message that the Soviet

Government I s appraisal of the measures taken by the United Kingdom and by the

United States Governments has no foundation in fact is completely at variance

with the true state of affairs.

In your message of 31 July, you claim that you still adhere to the position

set out in your message of 22 J1).ly concerning a meeting of heads of Gov~~rnments

to discuss the situation in the Near and Middle East and that you have never

departed from this proposal. We cannot agree with this, however, since what you

proposed in your message of 26 JUly and what you are proposing now ~mounts to a

refusal to support a meeting of heads of Governments which the United Kingdom

Government previously advocated.

You are now proposing to call a meeting of the Security Courtcil for this

purpose, and not a meeting of heads of Governments. The whole world is aware,

however, that the Security Council, which has had the situation in Lebanon and

Jordan under discussion for a considerable time, has not yet been able to take

effective measures to solve this problem.

The wish of the Governments of the United States and of the United Kingdom

to steer the discussion of the situation in the Near and Middle East into this

channel of fruitless debate is particularly evident from the message Mr. Eisenhower

addressed to me on 1 August, in which the President of the United States ~uite

une~uivocally speaks of discussing this ~uestion at a regular meeting of the

Security Council.

With regard to your reference to the possibility of arranging "less formal"

meetings of heads of Governments, it is obvious from the aforementioned message
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from ~IT. Eisenhower that the United States Government will not even admit the

possibility of a meeting of heads of Governments which would not take the form

of a regular meeting of the Security Council, although it is w'ell known that the

existing state of affairs in the Security Council, in which the majority of its

members are States participating in aggressive blocs and the great People's Republic

of China is not represented, makes it impossible for this body to reach objective

conclusions on the question of foreign armed intervention in the countries of

the Arab East.

Since the very start of the United States and United Kingdom interventiorl

in the Near and Middle East, the Soviet Union has advocated the adoption of

ilmnediate measures to check the aggression, to secure the withdrawal of foreign

forces from Lebanon and Jordan, to prevent the interventio~ from spreading and

to eliminate the dangerous tension caused by the actionf, of the United Kingdom

and the United States. To that end, the Soviet GovernD~nt proposed to call a

meeting of the heads of the Governments of the five Povers, the USSR, the

United Kingdom, the United States, France and India, in which the Secretary

General of the United Nations would take part.

We regret that you and the President of the United States have not found it

possible to accept this proposal and that you continue to insist that the situation

in the Near and Middle East should, as heretofore, be considered in the Security

Council, a body which is not in a position to solve the problem objectively.

A positive decision has not therefore been taken on calling a meeting of the heads

of the Governments of the five Powers with the participation of the Secretary

General of the United Nations.

Although the Governments of the United Kingdom and of the United States have

made it impossible to convene a meeting of the five Powers and are directly

responsible for this state of affairs, it is now clearly apparent that the demands

of the peoples for the immediate convening of such a meeting in order to end the

armed intervention in Jordan and Lebanon and the determination of peace-loving

States to halt aggression in the Near and Middle East have forced those who

embarked on this armed intervention to refrain at the present juncture from

planning any extension of aggression to other countries and primarily to the

Republic of Iraq and the United Arab Republic.

/ ...
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It is no accident, therefore, that the Western Powers, including the

United Kingdom and the United states, have been obliged to recognize the Republic

of Iraq, whose establishment the aggressors originally alleged to be a threat to

peace in the Near and Middle East.

This does not mean, hcwever, that the danger of the extension and aggravation

of the conflict in that area has been eliminated or that the security of the

Republic of Iraq and the other Arab states has been ensured. The forces of the

interventionists have not yet been withdrawn from Jordan and Lebanon. Furthermore,

fresh contingents of foreign troops are arriving in that area and further

military measures are being taken in the countries of the Baghdad Pact. The

question of the complete cessation of armed intervention in the Near and Middle

East and of the establishment of conditions which would protect the peoples of

that area against foreign intervention still calls for speedy settlement.

The foreign forces must be withdra1VD from Lebanon and Jordan without delay,

as their presence there constitutes a continuing threat to the peace and

independence of the peoples concerned and a flagrant violation of the United Nations

Charter, which cannot be condoned by any state Member of the United Nations.

In these circumstances, the Soviet Government considers it essential to

pursue its efforts to maintain and strengthen peace in the Near and Middle East.

Since the Governments of the United Kingdom and of the United states have

abandoned the idea of calling a meeting of the heads of the Governments of the

five Powers and since, as we have already pointed out, the Security Council has

shown itself unable to achieve a peaceful solution of the problem of the Near

and Middle East, the Government of the Soviet Union, with a view to ensuring

that the necessary steps to halt aggression are taken without delay, has

instructed its representative to the United Nations to request the convening of

a special session of the General Assembly of the United Nations to discuss the

question of the withdrawal of United Kingdom forces from Jordan and United States

forces from Lebanon.

The Soviet Government hopes that consideration of this question in the

General Assembly, where large and small States alike are represented, will make

it possible to find means of removing the military danger that has arisen in the

Near and Middle East as a result of the actions of the United Kingdom and the

United states and will bring tranquillity to that region.

/ ...
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I think you will agree with me, Sir, that the events in the Near and Middle

East, which have confronted the world with the threat of general war with all

the untold miseries it would inflict upon the peoples lend particular urgency to

the question of establishing conditions for the peaceftu co-existence of States

and for putting an end to the "cold ,var 11 which is poisoning the 'vhole

international atmosphere. The Soviet Union and all peace-loving countries are

working for the day when no great Power will be able to commit aggression, even

against a small country.

It is therefore essential that the great Powers should agree to refrain from

any action which would lead mankind to the brink of military catastrophe. We

consider that all possible steps should be taken to develop contacts and

relations between the statesmen of all countries. Personal meetings between the

leaders of states can lessen the existing tension, promote the growth of

confidence and mutual understanding among States and hasten the thawing of the ice

of the lIcold 'Har ll
• The Soviet Government attaches particuJ.ar importance to such

contacts and, as you know, it proposed as early as December'1957 that a meeting of

statesmen should be convened at the highest level.

We are convinced that, given the efforts of all participants, a surrmit

meeting, with the composition we proposed earlier would help to find ways and

means to banish the lIcold war ll and to make the outbreak of a shooting war

impossible. Let us do everything in our power to see that s~ch a meeting, for

which all the peoples of the world are waiting, is not postponed indefinitely.

We await your agreement to our proposal for a surr~it meeting and are

prepared to take part in such a meeting at any time. It is in the interests of

all States, great and small, that a summit meeting should be convened at the

earliest opportunity.

In conclusion, I should like to express the hope that the United Kingdom

Government will support the proposal to convene a special session of the

General Assembly of the United Nations, which might be a useful step towards

the relaxation of tension and would pave the way for a summit meeting at an earlier

date.

I have the honour to be, etc.,

(Signed) N. KHRUSHCHEV
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HERSAGE FROJ.VI J.VlR. N. S. I<HRUSHCHEV, CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF
MINISTERS OF THE USSR, ADDRESSED TO MR. CHARLES DE GAULLE,

PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF FRANCE

Moscow, 5 August 1958

Sir,

In your lnessage in reply to my letter to you of 28 July you state that

the French Government agrees to the Soviet Government's proposal to convene

a meeting of the heads of Governments to consider the situation in the

Near and r·Jiddle East.

\~e are compelled to note that neither Mr. Eisenhower, the President

of the United States, nor Mr. Macmillan, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom,

agree to a meeting of the heads of Governments of the five Powers to consider

this question; they propose a meeting of the Security Council. In these

circumstances, we are now faced with the fact that there is no agreement among

the great POIvers concerning a meeting of the heads of Governments. As a result

of the policy followed by the United States with the support of the United Kingdom

and certain other countries, the Security Council in its present form has so far

proved incapable of discharging its flli1ction of suppressing anned aggression in

the Near and Middle East.

From the very outset the Soviet Union condemned the United States aggression

against Lebanon and the United Kingdom aggression against Jordan, warned of the

impending threat of intervention against Iraq and other countries of the

Arab East and proposed an immediate meeting of the heads of the Governments of

the USSR, France, the United States, the United Kingdom and India with the

participation of the Secretary-General of the United Nations inth a view to

taking prompt action to eliminate the situation that has arisen in the Near and

Middle East, which constitutes a danger to peace.

Although the Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom have

made it impossible to convene a meeting of the five Powers, it is now clearly

apparent that the demands of the peoples for the immediate convening of such a

meeting in order to end the armed intervention in Lebanon and Jordan and the

detennination of peace-loving States to halt aggression in the Near and Middle East

/ ...
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have forced those who embarked on this armed intervention to refrain at the present

juncture from extending their aggression to other countries and primarily to the

Republic of Iraq and the United Arab Republic. It is no accident, therefore, tha~

the Western Powers, including the United States and the United Kingdom, have been

obliged to recognize the Republic of Iraq, whose establishment the aggressors

originally alleged to be a threat to peace in the Near and Middle East.

This does not mean, however, that the danger of the extension and aggravation

of the conflict in that area has been eliminated or that the security of Iraq and

the other Arab States has been ensured. As you are aware, the anned forces of the

aggressors have not yet been Idthdralvn from either Lebanon or Jordan. Furthermore,

both the United States and the United Kingdom are continuing to build up their

armed forces in this region and further military measures are being taken in the

countries of the Baghdad Pact.

The question of the complete cessation of armed intervention in the

Near and Middle East and of the establishment of conditions which would protect

the peoples of that area from foreign intervention still calls for speedy

settlement. The foreign forces must be vdthdrawn from Lebanon and Jordan without

delay, as their presence there constitutes a continuing threat to the peace and

independence of the peoples concerned and a flagrant violation of the

United Nations Charter which cannot be condoned by a single Member of the

United Nations. Accordingly, the Soviet Union categorically insists that these

forces should be withdra,vn forthwith from the aforementioned countries. This

demand has the support of all peace-lovin8 peoples.

A situation has arisen in which, as experience has shown and as you yourself

are aware, the Security Council has proved unable to deal with the problem of

eliminating armed conflict in the Near and Middle East and Ive cannot reach

ag~eement on a meeting of the heads of Governments to settle this question because

of the negative attitude taken by the United States and the United Kingdom. How

can this situation be solved? The Soviet Union considers that a special session

of the United Nations Genera~ Assembly must be convened to consider and settle the

question of the immediate withdrawal of United States forces from Lebanon and

of United Kin8dom forces from Jordan.
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The Soviet Government has, therefore, instructed its Perw~nent Representative

to the United Nations to request that a special session of the United Nations

General Assembly should be convened to discuss this question. The Soviet

Government hopes that its consideration in the General Assembly, where large and

small States alike are represented, will make it possible to find means of removing

the military danger that has arisen in the Near and Middle East as a result of the

actions of the United States and the United Kingdom and will bring tranquillity

to that region.

I think, Sir, you will agree with me that the events in the Near and Middle

East, which have confronted the world with the threat of general war with all the

Qutold miseries it would inflict upon the peoples, lend particular urgency to the

question of establishing conditions for the peaceful co-existence of States and

for putting an end to the "cold war" which is poisoning the whole international

atmosphere. The Soviet Union and all peace-loving countries are working for the

day when no great Power will be able to commit aggression, even against a small

country. With this end in view the great Powers should agree to refrain from any

action which vTOuld lead mankind to the brink of military catastrophe.

The Soviet Government considers that all possible steps should be taken to

develop contacts and relations between the statesmen of all countries. Personal

meetings between the leaders of States can lessen the existing tension, promote the

growth of confidence and mutual understanding between States and has been the

thawing of the ice of the 11 cold war". We 8:ttach particular importance to such

contacts and, as you Imow, as early as December 1957, vle proposed that a meeting

of statesmen should be convened at the highest level. He are convinced that given

the efforts of all participants, such a summit meeting, with the composition we

proposed earlier, would help to find ways and means to banish the cold war and

to make the outbreak of a shooting war impossible.

Let us do everything in our p0i'ler to see that such meeting, for vlhich all the

peoples of the world are wa~ting, is not postponed indefinitely. We await your

agreement to our proposal for a summit meeting and are prepared to take part in

such a meeting at any time. It is in the interests of all States, great and small,

that a summit meeting should be convened at the earliest opportunity.

/ ...
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In conclusion,"I should like to express the hope tha.t the French Government

will sup~ort the proposal to convene a special sesston of the United Nations

Genertl.l",kssembly, ,!hich might be a useful step i,owards the relaxation of tension

and would pave the way for a summit meeting at an early date.

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) N. KIIRUSHCHEV
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MESSAGE FROM MR. N.S. K!IRUSHCHEV, CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF
li[[NISTERS OF THE USSR, ADDRESSED TO PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

Moscow, 5 August 1958

Sir,

I haye received your message of 1 Aug1.lst. I fully agree with the views you

express regarding the v~.ue of personal correspondence between heads of Governments.

In present circumsta~ces it is essential that such personal correspondence should

contribute to the fundamental objective of the peoples - the preservation of peace

and peaceful co-existence be~reen States irrespective of their soe1al systems.

I also agree with you that our present correspondence is unusual. I should

like to make it quite clear that this unusual correspondence is the result of

the unusual steps which the United States and the United Kingdom have taken in

the Near and Middle East. The United States and the United Kingdom have committed

a breach of the peace in that area by invading Lebanon and Jordan with their forces.

You refer in your message to the need to seek the assistance of the

United Nations and the Security Council in the situation which has 'developed in

the Near and ~tddle East. You rightly say that the United Nations was created out

of the travail of Vlor1d \<]ar lIe As we all know mankind's hopes for the maintenance

of peace are bound up with the work of the United Nations and its Security Council,

which bears the principal responsibility for the maintenance of peace throughout

the vlOrld.

It was precisely because it recognized this function of the United Nations

that the Soviet Government, at the very start of the aggression against the Arab

countries by the United States and the United Kingdom, submitted a proposal to the

SecuritY COllDcil' that the forces of the interventionists should be withdrawn from

L:::·;~),:J.on and Jordan and that a special session of the General Assembly should be

c21J_ed on this question. However, the United States, the United. Kingdom and some

other countries which are currently members of the Security Council prevented the

Council from taking a decision designed to restore the situation in the Near and

Middle East to normal. Frankly, it must be recognized that the policy pursued

by the United States, which is supported by the United Kingdom and, unfortunately,

by certain other States, is in fact undermining this international Organization
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and rua.1dng the Security Council pO\lerless to discharge its functions. Exam];lles

are not far to seek. Did ~ot the United States order its forces to, invade Lebanon,

in di,f?regard of the Security Council? Do you deny that the United Stat~s Governmen't;,
, . .

by landing its forces, present~d the Security Council with a ~ait a~mpli? Can

such acts be said to strengthen the 'United Nations or the Security Council?

If we consider the prese~t con~osition of the Security Council, we are forced

to conclude that,under pressure from the United Stat~s, .this organ ha.s in effect

develope<?- into a sort of conunittee which is mainly composed of· countries belonging

to NATO, the Baghdad Pact and SEATO and on which the seat of the law'f'ul

representative of the great ChinesePeopie's Republic is occupied by the

representative of Chi~g Kai~shek, a political ghost.

The policY,of ignoring the 'People's Republic of China does not make sense.

This great .Power eY~sts, is growing and is developing"whether certain states

recognize it or not. If common sense prevailed and the Chinese People's Republic

took its rightful place in the United Nations, this w'ould be duly appreciated by

all peoples, for the peoples understand that without the Chinese People's Republic

the Security Council and the United Nations cannot be the f1..uly effective organ

for preserving peace and security which the United Nations Charter requires.

Thus a situation has arisen 1"n which the Security Council is virtually

paralysed and is unable to take any decision which w'Ould effectively promote the

preservation of peace throughout the world, independently of the will of the

United States of America.

I have no wish to engage in an argument with you at this stage. Nevertheless,

I cannot ignore some assertions in y~ur message which distort the Soviet Union's

foreign policy and aims. You allege, for example, t~at the Soviet Union has

imposed its political domination over the countries of Eastern Europe. This

assertion does not of course surprise us, but it is utterly growldless. We have

already heard all this more than once from Mr. Dulles, the United States Secretary

of State. Such assertions, however, will gain no conviction from frequent

repetition. The peoples of Eastern Europe have freely chosen their present way

of life and will allow no-one to change it. You have made repeated references
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to your support for the small nations. To be consistetlt, ll:..:,-;;\el·) J0~ sh..:..n.:..d

recognize in practice that peoples have the right to take independent decisions

and to establish whatever form of government best serves their interests. In

practice, howc·....er, this is not the case. \'wenever a ci:wnge (,ecurJ a11;}'Ylllere ~vh:!.ch

upsets the state of affairs convenient to the United States Government, you

represent this change as something brought about, not by the will of the peoples,

but by the will of someone else.

But it is 3urely impossible to close one'~ eyes to the fact that we are

living in an era of great revolutionary changes, an era in which the structure

of society is being reorganized on new foundations. This movement, which

originated in the Soviet Union, is now assuming increasingly wide proportions.

It has extended to China, the countries of Eastern Europe, North Korea and North

,Viet-Nam. At the same time the peoples of many countries in Asia and Africa,

who have been subjected to harsh oppression by the imperialist Pow'ers, have ,mn

their national independence in a struggle against oppressors: both alien and

indigenous. The peoples of various other countries on these continents are locked

in a struggle for national liberation and there is no doubt that they will win

the day; no foreign colonizers' bayonets can prevent this, for the era of

colonialism is over. Such is the inevitable course of history; such is the will

of the people.

No State which is genuinely concerned to protect the independence and security

of the small countries can arrogate to itself the right to intervene in those

countri.es' affairs and proclaim this or that "doctrine" with such an end in view.

This being so, however, what is the justification for the proclamation by the

United States Gbvernment of the doctrine which bears your name and for its

intervention in the affairs of the countries of the Near and Middle East? For

example, when the people of Lebanon, incensed at the policy of its President who

had become the servant of the United States of America instead of the servant

of his own people, demanded his removal, that President, who had lost his people's

confidence, only had to appeal to you, in violation of his country's Constitution,

for the United States Government to set the United States Sixth Fleet in motion,

'to throw its assult units into Lebanon, and to begin introducing 1I0rderll there
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in ac~ora.a.nce with the aforementioned doctrine, ,.!!he United ~ngdc:n Gover:t\ment

headed by Mr. Macmillan used an appeal by tb,e K~ng of' Jo.rdan, who has no followin&.

whatever among his people, as a pretext for.in~~rventionby its armed forces in

Jordan'.s'.domestic a.ffairs.

There are still those in the United states of .~erica who boast of the fact

that; the United States Government intervened in the affairs of Guatemala and

expe1.l.ed,the J.ayrl'ully elected Government and President. Surely this is not

anoth~r illustration of .what 'you m~an by concen, for small countries and respect

for. 'their 'independence and di,gnity'l ..1'.

If this is so, Mr. President, our ideas e~~dently differ regarding the rights

Qf.th~ 'small nations. In the generally accepted language of politics, such

acv.~Q~s.on the p~~t of the United States Government constitute a vio~ation of the

right~'of the s~l nations and the imposition on them of i~s O\nl domination,

agai,t;l~t,.which the ·.peoples.of all. e.o~tr:Les whose, in~ependence is infr~nged by

the United States. of AmElrica and tlle. Upited J'Cingdqm.,are waging an unremitting

struggle. , j, ',. ;.

If·we were to quoteothe~ simila~ instapces, wi~hout even gqing far back

into the past - theve~' recen~ landing of.United,Sta~es troops in Cuba is a

case ,;tn; P9int ,- we should bave a greai; d,e?l. to say, and our me~sage \wuld be

much lengthier•..

I am compelled to refer to your assessment of events in the Near and Middle'

East.\; ..~{)U !'lssert that the problem of the Middle East is not one of aggression

by ~e Vp~ted States but rather of indirect aggr.espio~. The fact that 'you r~fer

to indireci:;. aggression of some kind, Mr. Pref;lident.,· n;teap,sthat',,:i,n common·w'i th'·

us and. t~e· qverwb,elm:j.ng majority, of other countries., .YOll apparently 'regard -the,

int'rodu9tion .01' foreign troops into the territory of others as an act of, direct

aggressiq~~l;' This .i,,~ not open to questio:p.. That is why, thrOUghout the \vo.rld,

the i~~rqduction of United States troops.:i,nto Lebanon and United Kingdom ,troops

into Jord~l. i,s rightly regarded as d:Lrectaggression.•. With regard to the

a~lus.ion~.. i.n yt;mr. message ·.to ·-69p\.e ~o:rt o'f. il1d,ir.ect..~ggr.ession, reference to such

an imagine,ry dange:r:::' c~ only be :l\egarded..as a;n at~~mpt .. to IIJa.sk the direct

aggres~ion·of the ,U:nited· State!,> •., .:. . .. . ... .
, .:

. \
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And indeed the allegations of indirect aggression threatening Lebanon are

refuted by the t''10 ''1ell-known reports of the United Nations observers specially

sent to Lebanon by the Security Council.

In these circumstances, Mr. President, we do not understand by what right

the United States Government assumes the mantle of the arbiter and judge, and

maintains that there has been some kind of indirect aggression in Lebanon. It

is evident from this that you do not recognize the right 0:' the peoples of the Near

and Middle East to handle their own affairs and to organize their States along

lines which serve their own interests. Thus, Mr. President, you are guilty of

direct contradiction of your own. assertions concerning regard for the desires, the

dignity and the security of the smaller countries.

The whole world ImO\'1s that domestic events in Lebanon, Iraq and Jordan reflect

the wrath of the peoples of those countries, who have revolted against the system

imposed on them by the imperialist colonizers. In Iraq the people rebelled when

they could no longer endure the oppression and excesses of the lackeys of foreign

States. Now the United States and other Western Powers have recognized the

Republican Government of Iraq. Hence you, Mr. President, and your allies have

recognized that the Iraqi people have the right to change the existing order.

Thus your assertions about some form of indirect aggression are wholly

without foundation, and merely divert attention from the real aggression in the

Near and Middle East which was committed by the United States and the

United Kingdom.

We regret, Mr. President, that you do not agree to the holding of a meeting

of heads of Governments at Moscow, and that you referred in this connexion to the

angry demonstration by the inhabitants of Moscow near the United States Embassy

against United States armed intervention in Lebanon. This demonstration was a

completely spontaneous expression of the Soviet people's sympathy for a victim of

aggression. Your reference to this occurrence is particularly unconvincing in view

of the fact that the United States Government itself so far refuses to take steps

to ensure normal working conditions for the Permanent Soviet Mission to the

United Nations and has not put a stop to the systematic acts of provccation against

that Mission on the part of certain elements in New York which, it stands to

reason, inevitably influenced the feelings of the Soviet people who took part in

the demonstration.
/...
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Mr. President, it is not our people that started such demonstl~tions.

would be desirable to call a halt to 6uch occurrences in the United states.

people would attach due weight to this.

I should like to point out that our people assess events correctly and are

ifell able to distlnguish be"tween the acts of hired hooligans against the Permanent

Soviet Mission in New York and the genuine feelings of the An~rican people. We

entertain the most frienclly feelings for the ]?eople of the United states and are

anxious to develop broad cultural and economic ties between our countries. We

i-rant our respective peoples to know each other better, and to join forces to

prese:..'ve and s4~rengtllen peace and to end the estrangement between countries, so

the.t all States maJl' live with one another on a basis of genuine good

nei@lbourliness. The Soviet people's attitude to the American people is well

Immm. We ndght point out that, at the time when irresponsible elements, paid

out of certain funds set up for the purpose of subversive activity against States

that do not belong to the aggressive blocs in ivhich the United States plays a

leading lJart, were creating an uproar outside the building of the Permanent Soviet

Mission in Neif York, American scientists, specialists, sportsmen, tourists and

even Mr. Adlai Stevenson, a well-lmmm public figure in the United states, were

being received in the USSR illith the Soviet people I s usual cordialit~l and

hospitality•

I 'nsh now to return to the n~in point, to what at this juncture should have

been the only subject of our present correspondence: namely the adoption, as

speedily as possible, of effective measures to end the armed intervention of the

United Sta.tes and the United Kingdom in the Near and Middle East. You consicler it

essential that the consideration of this question should be entrusted to the

United Nations Security Council. Unhappily, as I have already pointed out, the

present situation of the Security Council, in which it is to all intents and

purposes subordinated to United States foreign policy and most of the

representatives of countries who attend its meetings are not free to tal~e any

action \o1hich deviates from the United States position, prevents us from regarding

your proposal as the right one. The policy of the United States in regard to the

Security C 'mcil is underndning its chances of' adopting effective measures to

protect peace and to halt aggression. It is destroying the effectiveness of the

Security Council as an instrument of peace.
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I 'nsh now to return to the n~in point, to what at this juncture should have

been the only subject of our present correspondence: namely the adoption, as

speedily as possible, of effective measures to end the armed intervention of the

United Sta.tes and the United Kingdom in the Near and Middle East. You consicler it

essential that the consideration of this question should be entrusted to the

United Nations Security Council. Unhappily, as I have already pointed out, the

present situation of the Security Council, in which it is to all intents and

purposes subordinated to United States foreign policy and most of the

representatives of countries who attend its meetings are not free to tal~e any

action \o1hich deviates from the United States position, prevents us from regarding

your proposal as the right one. The policy of the United States in regard to the

Security C 'mcil is underndning its chances of' adopting effective measures to

protect peace and to halt aggression. It is destroying the effectiveness of the

Security Council as an instrument of peace.
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The United Nations and its Security Council are essential international

organs ~~d should reflect the:peace-loving aspirations of the peoples. However,

the United States Government is using the Council for i tl:i own· selfish ,interests,

through the representatives of countries belonging to milj.tary blocs in ",11ich the

United States occupies the dominant position. In reality the United States of

America is trying to reduce the Security Council to the position of a subsidiary

organ of the United States Dc-partment of State. HO'f can we close our eyes to

the true position and ignore the fact that the Se~urity Council, as now composed,

is in no position to reach objective conclusions on the situ~tion in the

Near and Middle East?

No, Mr. President; for the sake of preserving '-1orld peace and strengthening

security, ,·re need a sane approach l-111ic11 l-1ould pave the l-1ay for a positive

decision an4 would ensure that peace prevailed.

Since the very start o:e. the United States and United Kingdom intervention in

the Near and Middle East, the Soviet Union has advocated the adoption of immed:!.ate

measures to check the aggression, to secure the 'dthdral-1al of foreign forces from

Lebanon and Jordan, to prevent.the intervention from spreading, and to eliminate

the dangerous tension caused by the actions of the United States and the

United KinGdom. To that end,. we proposed to call a meeting of the heads of the

Governments of the five Powers, the USSR, the United States, the United Kingdom,

France and India, with the participation of Mr. Hammarskjold, the Secretary-General

of the United Nations. We regret that you and Mr. Macmillan have not found

it possible to accept this proposal and that a positive decision has not therefore

been taken on calling a meetj.ng of the heads of the Governments of the five Powers

with th~ participation of the Secretary-Gener~lof the United Nations.

Although the Governments of the Vnited States and the United Kingdom have

made it impossible to convene a meeting of the five Powers and are directly

responsible for this state of affairs, it is now clearly apparent that the demands

of the peoples for the immediate convening of such a meeting in order to end the

armed intervention in Lebanon and Jordan and the detel~inationof peace-loving

/ ...
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states to halt aggress~on.in the Nea7 and Middle East have forced those who

embarked on this ~rmed intervention to refrain at th~ present juncture from

extending the aggre.ssionto other countries and primaril;>r to the RepUblic of Iraq

and the United. Arab Re:public. ,It is no accident, therefore, that the

Western Powers, including the United States and the United Kingdom, have been

obliged to recogpize the Republic of Ira~, whose establishment the aggressors

.originally alleged to be a threat to :peace in the Near and ~1idcUe East. This does

not mean, however, that the danger of the extension and aggravation of the conflic~

in that area has been eliminated or that the security of the Re:public of Iraq and

the other Arab States has been ensured. The forces of the interventionists hav~

not yet been ,dthdra'fll from Lebanon and Jordan. Furthenuore, fresh contingents

of foreign troops are arriving in that area and further military measures are

being taken in the countries of the Baghdad Pact.

The question of the complete cessation of armed intervention in the

Ne~r l?Jld Middle East and· of the establisbmen-c of conditions which v,ould protect

the peoples of that area against foreign intervention still calls for speedy

settlement. The foreign forces must be wi.thdravm from Lebanon and Jordan without

delay, as their presence eonstitutes a continuing threat to p8ace and to the

independence of the peol?le~concerned.and a flagrant v.iolation of the

United l'Tatj.ons Charter, which cannot be condoned by a single Member of the

United J.\Tatj.ons.

In these circumstanceR, the Soviet Government considers it essential to

pursue its effor'Gs to maintain and strengthen peace in the Near and !\ti.ddJ.e East.

Since the Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom have abandoned

,the idea of call:Lng a meeting of the heads of the Governmentp of the five Powers

and since, as we have already pointed out, the Security Council has shown itself

unable to achieve a peaceful solution of the problem of the Near and Middle East,

the Gover:nment of the Soviet Union, with a view to ensuring that the necessary

steps.to halt aggression are talren without delay, has instructed. its representative

to the United Nations to reQuest the convcl.inq of a special sess;i..ol1 of the

General Assembly of the United Nations to discuss the question of the withdrawal

of United States forces from Lebanon and United Kingdom forces from Jordan.

/ ...
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The Soviet Government hopes that consideration of this question in the

General Assembly, where large and small States alike are representea, will make it

possible to find means of removing the military danger that has a:dsen in 'the

Near and Middle East as a result of the actions of the United States and the

United Kingdom and will bring tranquillity to that region.

I think that you ,~ll agree with me, Sir, that the events in the

Ne.ar and Middle East, which have confront.ed the '''orld 1v:i.tl1 the threat of general

war with all the untold miseries it would inflict on the peoples, lend

particular urgency to the question of establishing conditions for the peaceful

co-existence of States and for putting an end to the "cold war", which is

contaminating the whole international atmosphere. The Soviet Union and all

peace-loving countries are working for the da;:,' when no great Power will be .

able to cOlmnit aggI'ession, even against a small country. Aggression by a small

country against a great PO'wer is quite out of the question. A small country

does not poasess the divisions you mention, Mr. President, in your message.

He have to take account of realities and practical possibili t:i.es. A world ,,,ar

can be i1111eashed by a great Power with large numbers of divisic2s and many

atomic and hydrogen weapons, rockets, bombers and other meane of o.estruction,

but not by a small country. According£ys it is precisely the great Powers

wh:i.ch must agree to refrain from any action that vlould bring the world to the

brir:k of n:ili tary catastl'ophe.

'j~he Sovj.et Gmrernmerit considers that all possible steps should be tal\:en to

devF.lop contacts and relations between the statesmen of all countries. Personal

meE:ti.ngs between the leaders of States can lessen the existing tension, promote the

grolTtb. of confidence and mutual understanding among States and hasten the thawing

of t:~e ice of the llcold 'varll •

He attach particular importance to such contacts and, as you know, as early

as December 1957, we proposed a meeting of statesmen at the highest level. We

are convinced that, given the efforts of all participants, such a summit meeting,

vdth the c~mposition ~e proposed earlier, vrould help to find ways and means

to banisi:t toe Il cold ,,,aI''' and· to make impossible the outbreak of a shooting war.

/ ...
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Let us do everything within our power to see that this meeting, for ,.,hich all

peoples of the world are waiting, is not postponed indefinitely. We await your

agreement to our proIJosaJ. for a summit meeting and are prepared. to take part in

such a meetj.ng at anJ" t5.me. It is in the interests of all States, great and

small, tt.at a summit meeting should be convened at the earliest opportunity.

In conclusion, I should like to express the hope that the United States

Go~~rnment will support the propo~al to convene a special session of the

General Assembly of the ~nited Nations, which might be a useful step towards the

relaxation of tension and would pave oche way for a surnmit meeting at an earlier

date.

I have the honour to be, etc.

(Signed) N. KHRUSHCHEV

----------------------
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